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Ten years ago, Carol Alt was feeling poor. Really bad.s been embraced by Demi Moore, Pierce
Brosnan, Sting, Edward Norton, and legions of other health-minded people. she was exhausted
and listless. Eating in the Natural begins with her tale and then presents practical, how-to
details on everything you should know about the fascinating movement that’What exactly raw
food is— And then Carol started eating natural— She had chronic headaches, sinusitis, and
abdomen ailments; You’ll learn:•and changed her life.me personally Anglaise—t—and how to
integrate it into your diet•The differences between cooked and raw vitamins, minerals, and
enzymes, and what they mean for you•t need to deprive yourself•Why raw food is not just for
vegetarians or vegans—Carol eats meats, and so may you•How to prevent the all-or-nothing at
all pitfall: you can eat some cooked foods, you may eat some foods partially cooked, and you
don’An ease-in method of eating natural, and how to eat raw in restaurantsIn addition, Carol
answers frequently asked questions and will be offering forty simple recipes for each meal, from
light meals such as Gazpacho and Lentil Salad to entrees including Tuna Tartare and
Spaghetti al Pesto and also desserts like Pumpkin Pie and Apple Tart with Crèand isn’rounding
out a thorough, accessible, and eminently compelling case why in the raw may be the best
way to consume.
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For anybody born in the 80's & 90's, this author is about 20 years over the age of she looks!
It's not for everyone, but she actually is inspiring. It made me wonder how most of the 'perfect'
looking stars must be eating raw as well. I was born in the 80's, therefore i didn't recognize her
the 1st time I saw this book. I mean she is a super model and her looks are what offers.!" When I
heard someone on a podcast reference Carol Alt and her book and how she had been a
super model in the 70's and stopped, do the mathematics, and IMMEDIATELY purchased this
book. She was around 44 when this cover image was used! Here's another 25 year old who
would like to preach to me about how exactly amazing the raw diet is. As a beginner myself I
appreciated her advice to get one of these little at the same time inserting raw into your daily
diet in lieu of fretting about switching over altogether all at once.How can you NOT be
intrigued by the dietary plan? excellent Very well written, super easy to read, conversational
design. Carol keeps it practical, doesn't get too technical.I am very, extremely pleased that
raw dairy, fish, and meat are included. I found this proved helpful for me in some elements of my
life, for those who have Medical issues and are needing an alternative solution, I take a bit of
something from each reserve and style to my life.) I'm keeping it. If you have ever been irregular,
beverage 2 glasses each day and start to see the difference.We am slowly adding more raw
foods to my diet plan after having eliminated most processed foods.! I am most likely about 10
years youthful than Carol Alt and if I didn't have other health reasons for the change, I'd go
raw just to look that wholesome at 50 years of age! I just finished Eating in the Raw and I
began reading The Raw 50.She actually is clearly genuinely thinking about helping people live
healthier and enjoying life. First of all, I must admit that I acquired no idea who Carol Alt can
be. Enjoying eating My wife has read through most of this publication and has enjoyed
preparing mealsbased on many of it's suggestions. If you're interested in starting a raw food
way of life but aren't sure if it's for you, then I absolutly recommend this book. I respect her
devotion but I am not really patient enough to check out this course of action to the T. I wish I
possibly could eat like this girl I wish I possibly could eat like this girl, but w/ chronic ailments I
don't see this to be my response. For others it very easily could work I suppose. Lots of good
info for the beginner The most interesting parts of this book are Carol's own story and her
overall tips for the beginner in raw food.! Two Stars Waste of time and money But if you reside
in an urban area you should have no issue in all rounding up these substances, and enjoying
a healthier lifestyle! Great book for newbies! This is a definite commitment I used to watch her
program in Fox and thought I would read about how she changed her health status. Due to
the fact this educational book is compiled by a model, Carol Alt provides taken just the right
tone and approach. Just great advice plus some great dishes on how best to make the
transition from the(SAD)Standard American Diet, to natural. It's all about baby methods. She
mentions things such as thinking about your preferred foods and trying to find their raw
equivalents, such as replacing your preferred bagels with Ezekiel loaf of bread (no it isn't %100
raw but continues to be healthier for you because it's baked at low temperatures and made
from sprouted grains). Also to think about the raw foods that you already consume, like fruit or
seared tuna, and increase on those. She also advises to begin with trying to create only one
or two of your daily foods completely raw, and gradually build from there. I've bought a lot of
raw food books recently and this is definatly the one you want to make an agreeable, non-
scary transition into the raw foods lifestyle. Five Stars Helpful and interesting Four Stars very
simple Five Stars Love this reserve! I must say in her defense, this is a reserve about her life and
experiance with health insurance and raw food. Therefore when I first saw it, I rolled my eye and
thought, "Great. And it appears the idea that she's attempting to create is that no matter how



beautiful people think she is, she herself never really felt that way because she simply didn't feel
healthful and good on the inside. She was thin but always hungry and had many health
problems that she tried to cover up the best she could (like most people appear to do) by
taking supplements. Reading Carol's reserve made me feel just like this can be something I can
actually do. A lot of the other raw food books I have are really very good, but I began to feel
overwhelmed. This is her story about how all that changed once she began to pay attention
to what she was consuming. It's Raw Interesting way of living too what I wanted from it and I
really got a lot out of it. I'm very excited to try the quality recipes in this book. I love dairy and
also have been consuming natural milk for a few months now, and regardless of the cost (!
Interesting read..Also there were some reviewers that criticized Carol for mentioning her
modeling fame and media raves about her beauty. The dishes were okay, but I live in a pretty
remote location - so her general information was of more make use of to me compared to the
actual recipes.
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